
A visit to Tridha in Mumbai 
 
 
This past spring, Mrs. Chandrika from the Tridha Rudolf Steiner School in 
Mumbai visited our school in Princeton and shared information about Waldorf 
education in India. So I was eager to reciprocate the visit to Tridha during a 
family visit to India this past summer. Tridha was not easy to find, but after 
getting stuck in heavy traffic and making our way through a fish market, we finally 
found the school.  
 
Upon entering the gates of Tridha, all the annoyances of city life seemed to 
vanish and the surroundings let us breathe deeply. Some classes were at recess, 
and we heard the joyful noise and laughter of children at play. As I looked at the 
students, I was a little startled to realize that one of those students at play was 
my daughter, Lakumi!   
 
Earlier in the day, we had dropped off Lakumi (a 7th grader at WSP) for a day at 
the school. She was visiting the 6th grade and obviously enjoying herself. She 
looked very much at home running and playing, and in that moment I realized 
that Waldorf education was the connecting factor between Lakumi and the other 
students there. My daughter was a stranger to them, someone from a foreign 
land—even if she did share their coloring—but the camaraderie and warmth that 
the Tridha students showed to their visitor was palpable. She was welcomed and 
invited to partake in the class lunch, which is prepared daily by class parents, 
who take turns cooking for the entire class. At the end of the day, Lakumi happily 
announced that “the kids” were the best part of the day because they were so 
“friendly.” 
 
Later that day, one of the founding members took us on a tour of the school, and 
it was amazing to us how the curriculum incorporated local traditions to meet the 
needs of the local children and yet fit the overall objectives of Waldorf education. 
When we entered one of the EC classrooms, we could not remember if we were 
in Princeton or Mumbai.  
 
The school was founded in 2000 (with a total of 20 students in EC and Grade 1) 
by parents who felt the necessity of a Steiner-inspired curriculum to meet the 
needs of their children in a bustling city. Today, Tridha has about 500 students 
from EC to Grade 12 and is trying to keep up with the increasing number of 
students seeking to join them. We had a wonderful time at the school and plan 
on visiting it the next time we are in Mumbai. 


